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veeam one server includes a secure data
vault feature. this is a key component of
veeam security since it means that data is
protected against unauthorized access even if
the device is lost. the data vault is an
encrypted container on the hard drive where
veeam components can keep data that should
not be shared with other users. in order to
secure veeam backup & replication, it is
important to perform the following security
checks. the user name and password for the
vcenter server. the user name and password
for the vcenter server. the user name and
password for the vsphere web client. a read-
only account which can be used to log into
the vsphere web client. the vcenter server. in
the backup & replication section, you should
be able to see the vcenter server. the vm
client or the vsphere client. in the backup &
replication section, you should be able to see
the virtual machines. the initial step in
securing your veeam backup & replication
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environment is to assign appropriate roles
and privileges to the users that will be using
the product. this ensures that the users have
access to only the functions they need to
perform and nothing more. in the example
below, only the “veeam administration” role
is granted the ability to modify the vcenter
properties. to follow this process, create an ad
user (admin) and set this user’s windows
account password to a strong password. then,
create a “veeam administration” role in the
vcenter, and add the ad user to this role.
finally, remove the read-only role from the
vcenter.
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the 3-2-1-0 backup rule is a very important
feature of veeam technology. it guarantees

the automatic verification of every backup job
in vmware or hyper-v environments. if any

backup job has errors during the verification,
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veeam can run the job again. if the job still
has errors, it can do so multiple times before

the job fails and the backup is considered
failed. in this article i'm going to show you

how to gain access to the veeam backup jobs
in a windows environment and how to stop

the backup job if it fails during the automatic
verification. for this article, i will be using a
veeam backup free edition as it is a simple

environment. the veeam backup & replication
client is a windows console-based application
that allows you to back up and restore virtual
machines to various destinations, including
the veeam backup free edition. the client

supports the following backup modes:
network mode virtual appliance mode direct
storage access on the other hand, if you use
veeam universal license (or a legacy socket-
based license, enterprise or higher edition),
connect backup servers to veeam backup

enterprise manager. in this case,
veeambackup&replication will employ
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enterprise manager keys in the encryption
process, which will let you recover data from

encrypted backups and tapes even if the
password is lost or forgotten. however, if your

credentials are compromised, then the
attacker owns your backup environment. this

attacker now has the power to do massive
harm to your it infrastructure. a privileged
attacker can now obtain the credentials of

user accounts and compromise other
systems. for example, the password of a

storage system with veeam snapshot
integration could be used to delete all

volumes and luns of these storage systems.
again, this is nothing veeam specific, but it

points to the extreme importance in guarding
access to the infrastructure as well as its

credentials. 5ec8ef588b
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